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Subject:

Whittaker Environmental Assessment

"Werner, Bryan" <brwerner@state.pa.us>
<MMM3@nrc.gov>
Fri, Apr 8, 2005 1:39 PM
Whittaker Environmental Assessment

Marjorie,
The Department of Environmental Protection/Bureau of Radiation Protection (The Department)
has finished it's review of the Environmental Assessment Related to an Amendment of U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Materials License No. SMA-1 018, Issued to Whittaker, Corp. The Department
agrees with NRC's Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in the Environmental Assessment. However,
the Department does have a list of questions/concerns that we are attaching for your consideration.
These items do not effect our agreement with the FONSI, but they are points that we hope you will
consider.
You can consider this email and attachment the Department's formal response. However, if you
would like us to respond with an official letter, we would be happy to do that. Please let me know as soon
as possible if that is the case. Also please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns
with our comments.
Bryan Werner
Radiation Health Physicist
PA Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Radiation Protection
Rachel Carson State Office Building
P.O. Box 8469
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8469
Phone: 717-787-2781
Fax: 717-783-8965
<<WhittakerEA Response.doc>>

CC:
"Maiers, Robert" <rmaiers@state.pa.us>, "Shearer, Dwight" <dwshearer@state.pa.us>,
"Woods, Roy" <rowoods@state.pa.us>, "Yusko, James" <jyusko@state.pa.us>, "Allard, David"
<djallard@state.pa.us>
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Pennsylvania DEP's Bureau of Radiation Protection's Comments on NRC
Environmental Assessment (EA) for Whittaker's Request to Amend its License to
Allow Blending of Waste to Meet Disposal WAC at WCS
License No. SMA-1018
Docket No. 04-07455
General Comments:
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection/Bureau of Radiation
Protection (the Department) has no technical concerns with the request made by
Whittaker and the EA prepared by NRC. The process of taking waste that exceeds source
material quantity (> .05% by weight also called Type I waste by Whittaker) with waste
that is less then source material in order to meet the WAC at a less costly licensed
disposal facility is reasonable. This is provided that the less then source material by
weight (called Type II by Whittaker) does not include material that is considered "freereleasable" based on their DCGL's. Dilution of materials to meet DCGL's and leave
them onsite should not be considered an acceptable practice, and it is the Department's
opinion that "free-releasable" material should not be used to dilute material to meet less
restrictive WAC's. However, the proposal by Whittaker is to take Type I material and
blend it with Type HI material. Both of these materials would have required shipment to
an approved disposal facility without blending. The blending action only acts as a way
for the licensee to derive some cost savings for disposal of materials that would require
proper approved disposal either way.
The documentation provided shows adequate assurance that the blending process
will not expose members of the public, workers performing the tasks, or the general
environment to unacceptable airborne or other forms of radioactive contamination.
Radiation controls will include keeping the materials wet during blending and air
sampling to confirm no airborne radioactive material is leaving the site.

Concerns/Questions:
1.

2.

3.

In the first paragraph second sentence of the draft EA, the statement is made
that the waste will go to WCS, a non-NRC-licensed facility. However, WCS
is licensed by the State of Texas. The Department suggests that this point be
added so that it does not sound like this blended material can go anywhere for
disposal. It is still being required to go to a facility licensed to accept
radioactive materials.
The first paragraph on page 3 states that the blending has been approved on a
case-by-case basis based on a policy issued in SECY-04-0035. The
department recommends that an example(s) be added to this section
referencing a previous approval(s). This would provide other supporting
documentation for this approval.
Page 3, Environmental Impacts of the Alternatives to the Proposed Action:
This section is to describe what would be the result if this license amendment
were not granted. NRC lists that the only possible result of not approving the
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amendment would be no action by the licensee. The Department feels this is
not accurate. The licensee would still be required to dispose of the radioactive
material above their approved DCGL's, but they would not be allowed to
blend the material to have all the waste shipped meet WCS's WAC. Instead a
portion of the material, Type I, would have to be shipped to a separate licensed
disposal facility such as Envirocare in Clive, Utah. It is the Department's
belief that to leave it as written would only act to set an undesirable precedent
for future decommissioning by saying the only alternative to giving them an
exemption of this type would result in no action by the licensee. When in fact,
under their license, they are required to complete the decommissioning
according to NRC regulations.

